Detailing
Packages
1. Engine Bay Detail $50

Maintaining a clean engine bay will keep your vehicle healthy and happy, allowing easier vehicle
maintenance such as oil and water checks. It will also help identify engine problems such as oil and
coolant leaks. Having a clean engine bay shows that your vehicle has been well looked after and will
increase resale value. Degreased and steam cleaned.

2. Exterior Wash $ 70

It is recommended your vehicle be thoroughly washed or in some cases “decontaminated” regularly to
keep the paintwork and plastics in prime condition. Any build ups of tar, road grime and mineral
deposits will be cleansed by hand from the exterior of your vehicle.

3. Interior Clean & Tidy $60
Life gets busy and before you know it, the inside of your vehicle will be covered in grass, dust, dirt, pet
hair or the aftermath of travelling with kids. A thorough vacuum of the carpets, floor mats, seats and
clean of the interior surfaces will have your vehicle feeling nice and fresh again.

4. Fabric Shampoo $85
Sometimes the interior of your car needs something more than just a vacuum to really get your vehicle
clean again. A deep clean and sanitise of your fabric seats, floor mats and carpet.

5. Exterior Wash + Interior Value Deal $140
A thorough outside wash along with a vacuum and tidy of the inside of your vehicle.
BONUS: Wheel arch and tyre clean & shine + Windows cleaned inside and out.

6. Leather & Vinyl Clean $95
Leather and vinyl seats can dry out and crack if not maintained correctly. We will deep clean your seats
with specialised products to extend their life and improve driver comfort.

7. Express Full Detail $299

Best value for money if you are looking for a thorough top to toe clean of your vehicle. Whether you’re
selling or just looking for a bit of TLC, this package includes the full works.
Includes full interior clean and protected
Windows cleaned inside and out
Engine bay degrease and steam clean
Polish exterior of vehicle
Exterior washed and dried
Exterior plastic trims protected
Door jams cleaned
Tyres shined
Wheel and wheel arches degreased, washed & dried

